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next i download oreo beta to my phone by following instruction from this link https://www.android.com/update/beta and navigate to the setup file in the downloads directory, i install the file, to start the installation i perform: magisk is asystemless rooting system. this basically means that you can modify your phones
system without making any changes to the core code. magisk was developed by topjohnwu and launched in the year 2016, and since then has been widening its horizons with each passing year. magisk root is a boon especially when it comes to running the financial applications. magisk manager is undoubtedly a
must-have application. it is a one-stop solution to all the root-related issues that usually arise later after rooting of the device. we hope you have now understood what is magisk, what is magisk manager, and what is the use of magisk manager. while it may take some time for you to get a hang of it, you will find it

totally worth your while. the graphics bundles are well-suited for general-purpose graphics workloads, such as virtual desktops for office productivity and modern web applications. each graphics bundle comes with an nvidia gpu with 1,536 cuda cores and 4 gb of video memory. each graphics bundle includes 8 vcpus,
15 gib of ram, 4 gb of video memory, and 100 gb of storage on the user volume, and 100 gb of general-purpose persistent storage on the root volume. graphics bundles provide a windows 10 desktop experience. to allow more users to contribute to the project and allow for easier reviews, we have set up a github

issue tracker on the development branch. this is also the place where new builds are hosted. go there to file any bugs or suggestions. the development team is busy working on numerous improvement and bug fixes, including to eliminate the boot time for the new builds.
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